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How do middle-class Americans become aware of distant social prob-

lems and act against them? US colleges, congregations, and seminaries

increasingly promote immersion travel as a way to bridge global dis-

tance, produce empathy, and increase global awareness. But does it?

Drawing from a mixed methods study of a progressive, religious immer-

sion travel organization at the US-Mexico border, Empathy Beyond US

Borders provides a broad sociological context for the rise of immersion

travel as a form of transnational civic engagement. Gary J. Adler, Jr.

follows alongside immersion travelers as they meet undocumented

immigrants, walk desert trails, and witness deportations. His close

observations combine with interviews and surveys to evaluate the

potential of this civic action, while developing theory about culture,

empathy, and progressive religion in transnational civic life. This timely

book describes the moralization of travel, the organizational challenges

of transnational engagement, and the difficulty of feeling transformed

but not knowing how to help.

 . , . is Assistant Professor of Sociology at The Pennsyl-

vania State University. His research on culture, organizations, and

religion has been published in numerous journals, including Social

Problems, Social Science and Medicine, and Journal for the Scientific

Study of Religion. He was the founding Director of Research for the

Institute for Advanced Catholic Studies at the University of Southern

California. He is the editor of Secularism, Catholicism, and the Future

of Public Life (2015) and coeditor of a volume on Catholic parishes:

American Parishes: Remaking Local Catholicism, which will be pub-

lished in 2019.
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Preface: Are You Ready to Be Transformed?

I recently had the chance to see Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band

in concert. That night, he walked onto the stage, said “Hello,” then

growled, with a sly grin: “Are you ready to be transformed?” Across

the crowd, thousands yelled – screamed – “Yes!” Three and a half hours

later many of us seemed to feel transformed from this musical immersion.

Despite how impossibly naive this sounds, my life felt focused and

reenergized. I promised myself that I would carry the feeling and authen-

ticity beyond the moment. I suspect thousands of fellow hip-shakers felt

similarly. I suspect, too, that you, the reader, may have had a similar

experience; perhaps not Springsteen, but rather with Alicia Keys, Lady

Antebellum, Drake, U2, a Broadway show, or the latest K-Pop band

instead. But what do I – you – have to show for our moments of feeling

transformed? I would be hard-pressed to point to anything that was

different about my beliefs, behaviors, or commitments as a result of that

concert. It was only a concert, after all, so who cares?

But what if, instead of a concert, the transformative experience was a

trip to meet with distant others suffering from living amid extreme

inequality, economic instability, structural violence, or political failure?

How, if at all, might you or I be changed? What could we do with our

new awareness? What if our lives had nothing to show for it?

These are the questions that are confronted by an increasing number

of people in the United States as they travel abroad to broaden their

horizons, meet distant others, and become global citizens. Relatively

unnoticed beside the large presence of professionalized humanitarian

organizations that operate around the globe, an array of small nongo-

vernmental organizations (NGOs) produce transnational engagement and

xiii
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personalize global civic life for millions of travelers each year. The names

for these organized attempts at global civic engagement have proliferated

in recent decades: short-term mission trips, alternative spring breaks,

solidarity trips, short-term study abroad, alternative tourism, justice tour-

ism, volunteer vacations, and more. I call them all immersion trips.

Immersion trips are a pragmatic way for congregations, colleges, and

other civic organizations in the Unites States to activate ideals of being

involved, being aware, and doing good. The same sort of organizations

that fostered increased domestic civic engagement in the 1990s now

promote a wave of direct, civic engagement by Americans with “the

globe.” Make no mistake: traveling to engage with suffering somewhere

in the globe has become a mark of cosmopolitan concern and civic

character.

Immersion travel is posed as a means to an ideal civic end, but, as this

book will explore, it is a complicated means to unclear, hoped-for ends.

Along the way, we will uncover the invisible organizational work that

enables transnational civic engagement, pull apart the cultural processes

that structure travel, catalogue the emotions that emerge, trace the influ-

ence of progressive religion in global engagement, and observe earnest but

problematic attempts by travelers to produce personal connections with

suffering others.

Maybe you have been on an immersion trip. Or, maybe you had a

travel experience like this and came back wondering why others made

such a big deal of their own experience. Maybe you have wondered about

the bubbling group of excited travelers with matching T-shirts proclaim-

ing “Mission to Mexico” that you once passed in the airport. Or, maybe

you have worried whether your school, congregation, or college should

spend so much time and money to send privileged people so far away

when they could just as easily learn about global problems at home,

sending the monetary savings abroad as donations. Or, maybe you have

wondered whether this phenomenon is “good” for international commu-

nities, for individual travelers, or for global justice writ large. I invite all of

these potential readers. For all, this book looks at immersion travel as the

latest imperfect practice in a centuries-long attempt by people and organ-

izations in privileged, Western countries to understand and address dis-

tant suffering.

xiv Preface
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